TAKING THE "KID" OUT OF KIDNAP

Seven Sophomores at Williams have been indefinitely suspended on a charge of having kidnapped and threatened to kidnap the officers of the freshman class and prevent their participation in the annual "kidnap" and "underclassmen tag-a-along". This should be of special interest to Technology men because the events of Field Day just a week ago today are still the subject of numerous conversations.

The suspension may be considered as one of America's typical college games. Technology is not unusual in regard to one of these typical institutions, due perhaps to its parity in toward work and study. This is not made clearer when it is realized that the usual excuse for those no institution football team is that the students can't get along. On the contrary, the Technology has, however, to be misconstrued as supporting the opinion of many people regarding the general student. We are here to study, to become engineers, not to play, to make a name for himself.

The ease of Kilgannng of class officers by members of another class is a new idea and we are not shocked by the affair at Williams. We have, however, what the authorities at that college would say if they knew some of our freshman class only last week radioed a Senior Lovejoy in a Sophomore to conduct unbecoming an engineer? Yet the majority of Tech men would feel disappointed if somebody did not give us a fighting chance at which we could physical damage should be employed, by sure.

The point to be made is that there is no immediate intent and the kidnapped officers are future no given a chance to return of themselves, we see no harm in such events. One more reason, incidental, we should create the broad view with which the authorities tolerate some of our actions. For we let other college men ourselves and sin just as much against rules.

THE COMBINED DRIVE

By C. M. PHELPS '24

People at Technology are now turning over the campaign books and are looking forward to the coming Combined Drive. The Executive Council has already called a preliminary meeting for November 19. This will be the last meeting of the campaign and the first question before the council is "What is the most effective drive?" and "Why should I contribute?"

We all remember previous drives at Technology, whether they were for San Carlo Opera Company, the American Red Cross, the Library Fund, the Student Council, etc. These drives are all a result of an idea that is made up of undergraduates who are interested in the welfare of their class and are willing to work for it. The Combined Drive is a right choice for any group because it is an idea that is very practical. The officers of Technology have worked hard for the Combined Drive, but the success of the drive depends on the cooperation of the students.

We are not only interested in the Combined Drive, but also in the Combined Drive Committee, which consists of the following: Secretary, R. S. Chidsey '25, Treasurer, A. G. Dunlop '25, Directors, E. P. H. Levesque '25, and F. A. Ashley '25.

The Combined Drive is open to all students, and the officers will work hard to make it a success. We all wish to see as many as possible contribute to the drive and we hope to see many of you contribute.

CIVIL ENGINEERS SEE ROXBURY LEVEL PLANT

The status and level fight of C. C. Douglass and Sons in Boston, was visited yesterday by matters students we the Civil Engineering Society. A similar trip is to be held this afternoon. It is true to every interest, and will save the building.
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